


In Swaziland, the Terraforce walls were designed as terraces in different 

levels, reinforced with concrete infill. Double skin walls are also used at 

specific places for additional strength. Geogrid reinforcing to the backfill is 

specified at intervals.The concrete infill contains seedling bags with compost 

to allow for plant growth to take hold and soften the retaining walls once 

they are complete. The blocks contain red oxide that will allow them to 

blend into the surrounding landscape, an effect that will be enhanced with 

plant cover over time. 

The Sasol Garage Complex site had a relatively new gabion wall that 

had collapsed and damaged the concrete columns supporting the building 

overhanging a steep embankment. The client requested an alternative 

design and out of a few options, chose the Terraforce system. The Terraforce 

walls were designed at 80 degrees for better slope stability and to simplify 

construction due to the limited head space under the structure.About two 

thirds of the wall is constructed with a double skin of blocks, partially filled 

with reinforced concrete and tied into the backfill at regular intervals with 

geo-grid for extra reinforcement. 

At the Thaba Moshate hotel and casino in Mpumalanga,Terraforce rock 

face walls are in the process of being installed around the pool area and 

embankments on the blocks are used 

Terrasafe retaining wall 

below ground 

level, followed 

by a row of 

smooth, flat 

face blocks and 

then continued 

with rock 

face blocks in 

Kalahari colour. 

For further information contact Holger Rust on 021 465 1907 

LIVING PICTURES 
Living pictures decorate the walls with greenery so that staff are accessing 

the benefits of having living greenery in their workplace. They are also 

aesthetically pleasing for visitors and clients, making a statement about a 

business's commitment to improving its carbon footprint, all the while saving 

valuable floor space. 

Bidvest Execuflora has extensive experience in the supply and long-term 

maintenance of green wall products. Planters hung on walls do not require 

extensive waterproofing and are made from biodegradable steel. They are 

low in maintenance with a simple weekly or integrated watering system and 

it is easy to replace plants or change the plant display. 

Living pictures can hang on both solid and dry walls. 

better suits the GPS system at Zimbali, and this was a decided advantage, 

according to Steven Shearer, GM at Zimbali.The integration of connectivity 

into golf carts was pioneered by Club Car and the result is a solutions 

platform that is expandable and customisable by the fleet owner. 

The Precedent i2 ushered in a new standard for styling and user 

experience. Thoughtfully designed with the golfer and operator in mind, it 

has many outstanding features, such as: 

*Excel electric drive system features hill descent assist and regenerative 

breaking for speed range programming; 

*powerful, quiet petrol or 48V battery-powered engine provides better 

acceleration and hill climbing ability; 

*thoughtful ergonomics delivering the comfort and features golfers want. 

*360 degree bumper protects frame and body from damage; 

*Monsoon Top ™ with built-in drain spouts channels water away from 

golfers, their clubs and the sweater basket; 

*spacious bag well with centre divider; and 

*a tight turning radius. 

Zimbali Country Club with its Precedent i2 golf carts 

For further information contact Smith Turf Equipment on 
011 284 2000. 

GRO-WALL®ARCHWAY 
The Pulawater Systems cc Gro-Wall® is a successful vertical green wall 

and one that offers many new opportunities for vertical gardens in 

both interior and exterior designs. Gro-Wall is a modular product 

with individual plant access and both vertical and horizontal system 

expansion with easily installed drip irrigation within the framework. 

Pulawater Systems was the nominated contractor for the Gro

Wall arch built at the entrance to the Leigh Keal Group in Kloof, KZN . 

Architects Avid Architecture have softened the space and enhanced the 

front fa~ade to the offices by including a solid green archway through 

which one reaches the offices. 

Construction ID built the concrete columns around which the Gro

Wall framework was installed. The modular frame covers three sides 

of the columns and three sides of the top beam. The total coverage of 

this arch is 48m2 and the Gro-Wall fits 21 pots per square metre.The 

beam is 8m high and has a library rail installed on it to allow for ladder 

access and ease of maintenance. 

There is no drainage installed along the top of the arch. Watering 

is done at night and also set at a low rate so there is little runoff. The 

advantage of having a soil-based plant pot in the wall is that there is high 

moisture retention. The irrigation and installation were outsourced to 

Living pictures enhance and improve office environments Green Earth Landscapes and planting design and placement was done 

by Rockscapes using a few different Plectranthus varieties. 

For further information visit www.execuflora.co.za Pulawater Systems is the African stockist for Gro-Wall products. 

See article in Landscape SA (Number 64) entitled Vertical Green Wall 
ZIMBALI RIDES WITH CLUB CAR at the Atrium on 5th. 

Zimbali Country Club recently took delivery of 60 Club Car Precedent i2 For further information contact Natasha on tash@pulawater. 
units. A crucial point about the Club Car is its Visage GPS system, which co.za 
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